25DTC SERIES BLANK POLE

25DTC | Wiremold

FEATURES & BENEFITS

25DTC Series Blank Poles handle all of your needs effortlessly, whether it's power, data, or A/V wiring you need to bring down to the desk, workstation, or cash registers, while being aesthetically pleasing with multiple color options. The vertical drop poles give you the flexibility and capacity to devote both sides of the pole for single service or separate the two channels to provide dual service feeds. For modular office furniture, our poles easily provide the hook up to feed office partitions. With standard, custom, and configurable products, you can rest assured that the right solution is readily available and adaptable to your current and future work environments.

PRODUCT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROFILE

- **Easy to install.** Bring power, data, and A/V services into open space environments quickly & easily. Reduces costs for moves adds and changes.
- **Relocatable.** Ready for service in 30 minutes or less. Can be quickly reconfigured or relocated as work space uses and service needs change.
- **Dual-channel.** Allows a single drop point for access to multiple services.
- **Wide selection of standard options.** Stocked in a variety of materials, finishes, and heights.
- **Multiple color options.** Available in four aesthetic colors: white, black, ivory, and gray.
- **Datacom connectivity options.** Accepts industry standard and proprietary devices from a wide range of manufacturers to provide a seamless, aesthetically pleasing interface for voice, data, audio, and video applications at the point of use.
- **Pole extenders combine quick installation with easy job-site handling.** Snap together 5’ sections to create a pole or extend the length of your existing 25TP series pole. These new extenders accommodate a variety of ceiling heights, can ship UPS or air freight for quick & reliable delivery.
- **Custom capabilities.** Modify receptacle type and location, change color finish, alter pole heights, add fixture whips and more.

SPECIFICATIONS

GENERAL INFO

Available Colors: Ivory, White, Black, and Gray
Product Series: Tele-Power

LISTING AGENCIES/THIRD PARTY CERTIFICATIONS

cULus: Yes

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material: Steel

BUY AMERICAN ACT COMPLIANCE

Country Of Origin: UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
Buy American Act Status: Buy American Act Compliant